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and instincts. Reflecting on the wonderful power of the place (vs
238),5 he purchast the field of the brahman (who bargained about it
in true oriental style),6 and caused the mound to be dug up, whereupon
the beautiful throne was revealed. But it proved impossible to move
it from the spot, until on the advice of a minister offerings were made
to the genii of the place; then it moved easily. The king and the
minister converst on the advantages to a king of a wise minister
(vs 342) ,7 and the minister discourst at length on the duties of both a
king and a minister; his point was illustrated (in SR, MR) by the
story of the Jealous King and the Ungrateful Prince (Sections VI and
VII).
1. This is the point with which JR begins its narration (after the introduction, I).
The first part of this section is merely summarized hi JR; a "miserly brahman became
generous whenever he mounted on this platform; he notist this fact (himself!) and
reported it (!) to the king, who had come from the city on an outing; the king mounted
the platform, etc. — For VarR, see below. 2. A hunt BR, and perhaps SR (the
word used in it, vaihali, is not certain). 3. To the king and his followers SR. 4. The
king was himself present SR. 5. This vs in all recensions, including VarR. 6. The
bargaining is not mentioned hi BR, JR; and even the purchase is omitted in BR.
7. The whole conversation between the king and the minister is omitted in JR (and
VarR); in VarR the advice, even, is not given by a minister but by a divine voice.
SR and MR follow each other very closely at this point; but SR does not contain
vs 342, altho it is found in both MR and BR.
With the end of this section BR and JR pass at once to Section VHI (JR HI),
omitting Sections VI and VII (which JR, however, inserts in its Story 1),
N.B. — VarR has a wholly different account of the events leading up to the finding
of the throne, which is worth noting, both because this is the only serious divergence
between VarR and JR in the whole work, and because VarR's account shows striking
resemblances to certain non-Sanskrit versions of the story. I summarize it as follows.
Near Dhara lived a husbandman named Yajnadatta, who built a platform in his
field to prevent depredation by wild beasts. (The word used for platform is here
manca, which is the word used in SR and MR, while BR and JR use malaka!) When
he went up there to protect his crop he always began acting like a king, so that his
neighbors were amazed and said: *' What nonsense he talks!" The king heard of
it, and (suspecting possible treason) came and caused a certain well-trusted minister
to mount the platform in his own presence; and the minister talkt in the same way.
The king was amazed, and inferred that there must be some marvelous quality about
the field. So in order to get out the superior object which he thought must be buried
there, he caused to be dug, etc. (from this point with JR, except for the difference
mentioned in note 7, above).

